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Channel Evolution Models
F-stage Channel Evolution Process
The capital letters used throughout the following discussions refer to the stream types (Rosgen, 1996) typically
encountered as the channel form passes through the different stages of channel evolution. The F-stage
adjustment process begins where the streams are not entrenched and have access to a floodplain at the 1-2 year
flood stage. Moderately entrenched, semi-confined “B” streams may also go through an F-stage channel
evolution. This channel evolution model (CEM) is based on the assumption that the stream has a bed and banks
that are sufficiently erodible so that they can be shaped by the stream over the course of years or decades.
Streams beginning this process are typically flowing in alluvium or other materials that may be eroded by an
increase in stream power. As the incision process continues, they may degrade to bedrock or glacial till
materials. When a stream with a low width to depth ratio (“E” stream types) goes through this process, the
sequence of stream types may be E-C-F-C-E (other forms may include E-C-G-F-C-E or C-G-F-C or C-F-C or
C-B-F-B-C or B-G-F-B or B-G-F or C-B-C).
Stage I - Channel in regime with access to floodplain or flood prone area at discharges at and above the average
annual high flow. Planform is moderate to highly sinuous; supportive of energy dissipating bed features (steps,
riffles, runs, pools) essential to channel stability (B, C and E Stream Types). Channel slope (vertical drop in
relation to length) generates flow velocities and stream power in balance with the resistance of stream bed and
bank materials. Sediment transport capacity in equilibrium with sediment load.
Stage II - Channel has lost access to its floodplain or flood prone area, at its historic bankfull discharge, through
a bed degradation process or floodplain build up. Stream has become more entrenched as discharges in excess
of the annual high flow are now contained in the channel (B or G or F Stream Type). Channel slope is increased
with commensurate increase in velocity and power to erode the stream bed and banks (boundary materials). The
result of preventing access to the floodplain and containing greater flows in the channel is to increase the
stream’s power that must be resisted by the channel boundary materials; i.e., the rocks, soil, vegetation or manmade structures that make up the bed and banks of the river. Plane bed may begin to form as head cuts move
upstream and step/riffle materials are eroded.
Stage III - Channel is still entrenched, widening and migrating laterally through bank erosion caused by the
increased stream power (B or G or F Stream Type). The system regains balance between the power produced
and the boundary materials as sinuosity increases and slope decreases. There are profound physical
adjustments that occur upstream and downstream from the site of alteration as bed degradation (head cuts)
migrates up through the system and aggradation in the form of sedimentation occurs downstream. Stream bed
largely becomes a featureless plane bed.
Stage IV - Channel dimension and plan form adjustment process continues. Channel width begins to narrow
through aggradation and the development of bar features. The main channel may shift back and forth through
different flood chutes, continuing to erode terrace side slopes as a juvenile floodplain widens and forms. Weak
step/riffle-pool bed features forming. Transverse bars may be common as planform continues to adjust. At
Stage IV, erosion may be severe. Historically, channels have been dredged, bermed, and/or armored at this
Stage pushing the process back to Stage II or III.
Stage V - Channel adjustment process is complete. Channel dimension, pattern, and profile are similar to the
pre-adjustment form but at a lower elevation in the landscape (B, C and E Stream Types). Planform geometry,
longitudinal profile, channel depth, and bed features produce an energy grade that is in balance with the
sediment regime produced by the stream’s watershed.
Higher gradient, more entrenched streams (“A” or “B” stream types) with erodible beds also go through channel
evolution processes that involves bed degradation. In these cases, the floodplain forming stages may be
comparatively minor. A lowering of the bed elevation is more quickly followed by a re-sloping of the banks
until the appropriate energy grade is achieved.
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F-stage Channel Evolution Process

(VTDEC-Modified from Schumm, 1977 & 1984 and Thorne et al, 1997)
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D-stage Channel Evolution Process
Only use the D stage CEM where the stream has no opportunity to incise. If the stream has incised and
has now hit bedrock or clay and is currently widening, you would still use the F stage CEM.
The capital letters used throughout the following discussions refer to the stream types (Rosgen, 1996) typically
encountered as the channel form in the different stages of channel evolution. The difference between F and Dstage channel evolution processes is the degree of channel incision. In D-stage channel evolution, the dominant,
active adjustment processes is aggradation, widening, and plan form change. In some situations, the stream
may not experience any degradation because its bed is significantly more resistant to erosion than its banks. The
process may start with limited vertical adjustment and goes right into aggradation and a lateral adjustment
processes. Stream with low width to depth ratios (“E” Stream Types) may also go through this process.
Stage I - Channel in regime with access to floodplain or flood prone area at discharges at and above the average
annual high flow (B, C and E Stream Types). Plan form is moderate to highly sinuous; supportive of energy
dissipating bed features (steps, riffles, runs, pools) essential to channel stability. Channel slope (vertical drop in
relation to length) generates flow velocities and stream power in balance with the resistance of stream bed and
bank materials. Then either of the following Stage II scenarios may occur:
Stage IIc Steeper gradient may be imposed through activities such as channelization, but due to the resistance
of the bed material, the stream has not incised significantly or lost access to its floodplain (remaining a “C”
Stream Type). Channel is widening and migrating laterally through bank erosion caused by the increased stream
power. The balance between stream power and boundary materials is re-established when the slope flattens
after a process of channel lengthening and increased sinuosity. Stream bed may be a combination of poorly
defined riffle-pool and plane bed features.
Stage IId Channel becomes extremely depositional and becomes braided with water flowing in multiple
channels at low flow stage (“D” stream type). Dimension and plan form adjustment processes continue.
Channel width begins to narrows through aggradation and the development of bar features. The main channel
may shift back and forth through different channels and chute cut-offs, continuing to erode banks or terrace side
slopes. Riffle-pool bed features develop as single thread channel begins forming. Transverse bars may be
common as planform continues to adjust.
Stage III Channel adjustment process is complete (back to a B, C or E stream type). Channel dimension,
pattern, and profile are similar to the pre-adjustment form. May or may not be at a lower elevation in the
landscape. Planform geometry, longitudinal profile, channel depth, and bed features produce an energy grade
(sediment transport capacity) that is in balance with the sediment regime produced by the stream watershed.
Important Notes: 1) The imposition of new constraints or changes at watershed, reach, or local scales,
especially those related to large floods that energize the stream system with high flows of water, sediment, and
debris, will affect the time scales associated with each stage of channel evolution. They may also have dramatic
effects on the direction of a channel evolution process. The overlapping pulses of channel adjustment moving
upstream and downstream in a watershed often makes the pinpointing of a specific channel evolution stage
complicated. 2) Bedrock-controlled reaches in Vermont are presumed to be relatively fixed for the purposes of
these protocols as little bed or back erosion can be expected even over a century. Such reaches may, however,
dramatically change or evolve due to rapid or catastrophic avulsions of the flow onto more erodible sediments
nearby, leaving the bedrock channel wholly or partially abandoned.
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C-D-C Channel Evolution Process (VTDEC-Modified from Schumm, 1977 & 1984 and Thorne et al, 1997)
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